The strength of steel has helped
to create the very society we thrive in
today. It is utilized in many applications: car and truck frames, guard rails,
suspension bridges, ships, construction equipment, and railroad tracks.
Galvanized steel panels can be
sheared, punched, notched, and
bent to fabricate unlimited shapes
and sizes. When you combine your
imagination with our engineering, the
possibilities are endless.
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1. Steel Panel Walls
The top, bottom, and vertical flanges, as well
as panel stiffeners (“Z” braces), are secured
using the togglelock fastening system. The
result being a panel with maximum strength,
minimal deflection, and a perfectly square
structure each and every time.

2. A-frame Brace
One of the several types of adjustable wall
supports that assure a straight, square
structure with or without water.

3. Deck Brace
The use of deck braces permits concrete
or other decking material to be installed
immediately after the pool is installed,
without waiting for the back to settle. The
inverted “A” shape transfers the weight of
outward pressure of the water to equalize
the stress on the wall.

4. Skimmer Support
Designed to support the weight of the
skimmer during and after backfilling, this
support fits securely under the skimmer on
the wall’s bottom flange.
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Cardinal is the industry-leading manufacturer of walls
for in-ground swimming pools. Founded in 1976
with the mission to create a high quality product
and provide exceptional customer service, Cardinal
continues that philosophy today in its third generation
of family ownership and operation.
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Made in the USA

The dealer/builder/contractor is an independent dealer for Cardinal’s products and
components for in-ground swimming pools. Cardinal makes no warranty (express or
implied) regarding the installation of its products by or on behalf of any dealer or with
respect to materials and labor furnished as part of the installation, such warranty, if any,
to be provided by the dealer. Cardinal provides its own limited warranty directly to the
purchaser of the products manufactured by Cardinal. The dealer has no authority to give
any representation or warranty or assume any further obligation on behalf of Cardinal with
respect to the products of Cardinal.
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